Name: Ratzy Pummels.
Name Pronunciation: [RATS-see PUM-mulls]
Middle Name: Fitton. [FIH-tun] Rhymes with bit tongue.
Titles: Official Spurgmulin cage concierge and hook handler.

Magic Affiliation: Sanguinati.

Education: Grade school and Sanguinati Basics while Ratzy
Pummels is an inmate at Grossatete Sanatorium.
Address: Grossatete Sanatorium, Severance, Hoopenfangia.

Date & Place of Birth: August 20, 1996. Severance, Hoopenfangia. Ratzy is 14
yrs. old in Book One, Curse of the McRavens.

Height/Weight/Physical Description: Ratzy is 5’11’’, slim, and has medium
brown curly hair, a medium complexion, and sinister eyes. He puffs his small
chest out slightly and tends to urinate frequently.
Citizenship/Ethnic Origin: Severance, Hoopenfangia. / Irish ancestry.
Friends' Names: Orby Underkofler.
Social Class: Low among the Sanguinati elite.
Magic Specialties: While in the Grossatete Sanatorium, Ratzy is only allowed to
perform prison-safe spells with a prison-grade wand. Witchdoctor Kraneswaddle
suspects Ratzy is of a darker magic persuasion.
Magic Wand: None in particular. While in the Grossatete Sanatorium, Ratzy is
only allowed to perform prison-safe spells with a prison-grade wand. Ratzy
collects magic wands or weapons from any opponent he can beat in a contest for
sport or an unintentional battle. He might scour a fatal combat scene to find a
wand or two as well.
Familiar: Ratzy has an owl named Congalie.
Community Status: The Sanguinati avoid Ratzy for a while in Book One, Curse
of the McRavens, but they warm to him later. He needs to feel a part of
something secretive.
Hobbies/Recreations: Hunting, wand collecting. Looking for a way to get out of
the sanatorium.
Tastes:
Food and drink: Fruity fritters. Drinks potions and most any drink with a raw egg
in it.
Art: Story illustrations, comics, vandal art.
Music: He likes most anything as long as it’s thrashing, loud, and full of rhythm.
Literature: He’s drawn to end-of-the-world books that should be filed under
fiction but oddly aren’t. Humor books, especially if they’re naughty or rude.
Clothing: Ratzy wears two different colored socks and similar mismatched
clothing. He can’t figure out what colors match.
Voice: Ratzy has an Irish brogue that his family never lost with time. He tells
dirty jokes, even when not appropriate. He uses the word “psychic” instead of
psychological… sing-songy soft vowels and hard consonants. He can’t pronounce
the 'Th' part of a word very well.
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